Become an Air Traffic Controller

Welcome to Grenchen!

HELP US TO ORGANISE THE SKY

4844 IFR flights/year
58903 VFR flights/year
18000 educational flights/year
1292 helicopter flights/year

9 flightschools, private pilot to airline transport pilot/helicopter/parachuting/gliders
a team with 6 people
usually 9.00–17.00

with you, all the way.

www.skyguide.ch/future
Grenchen Airport is located at the southern foot of the Jura chain between the city of Grenchen and the meanders of the Aare. The regional airport manages around 63,700 aircraft movements a year (2018) on a 1000m long hard surface runway and three grass runways, making it the third largest airport in Switzerland behind Zurich and Geneva (excluding Basel).

Since you never know what to expect at the beginning of a day, it is a great satisfaction to be able to offer safe and efficient traffic management in Grenchen. In addition, personal contact with the crews promotes understanding and increases efficiency.

Interested? Then we look forward to welcoming you in Grenchen soon.